Dear Parents,

Home Activities – 14

Meeting up & contact:
It was lovely to see almost everyone from Class 2 at the park on Thursday – I hope that you will all be able to make it again this week (and that the weather is just as kind).

If you or your child would particularly like or benefit from a phone call this week, please email me and Mrs Ostle or I will try to get in touch.

Reminders / new for this week:
Handwriting challenge:
“Summer holiday ideas” – write over the sentences and / or copy the sentences neatly on the line below. Remember to take care and make it as neat as you can, with all the letters the right size and shape.

Maths:
White Rose Maths support sheets and video links attached.

“Mathletics”:
Everyone has challenges set for this week.

For previously suggested activities:
“Katie Morag” stories on YouTube:
For those who have not already found these, some of the Katie Morag stories are on YouTube. Thanks to Skye’s Mum for these links:
“Katie Morag Delivers the Mail” is here: https://youtu.be/ORSXhAI8TW8
“Katie Morag and the Two Grandmothers”: https://youtu.be/Gf9YZ5Ntygw

See the Class 2 page of the School Website which has links to all the previous home learning activity suggestions:
https://st-bridgets-cofe-primary.secure-primarysite.net/class-2-year-1-2/

Best wishes to you and your families at this difficult time. Mr Spencer

Keep learning, keep active, keep smiling and keep safe!